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The influence of acoustical and optical surface inhomogeneities in the lorm of layers with variable elastic
parameters, thin films, etc., on the generation of surface and bulk acoustic waves by a bounded laser beam is
analyzed.t€h.
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- The excitation of surfaee and bulk acoustic
ryaves in souds as a result of the absorption of in-
tensity-modulated laser radiation in them has been
investigated in quite a few recent papers, both the-
oreticaland experimental (see' e.g., Refs. 1-7 and
the iiterature cited therein). However, the majority
of the papers are concerned with the case' of a homo-
geneoui half-space. The influence of layers of tt-n-.-
furity materials, surface contaminants, water and oil
droplets, etc., is discussed only in a few experi-
menlal studies. l'2 In addition, the one-dimensional
problem of longitud.inal sound generation in a metal wit
with an opticafy transparent dieleetric on its surface
has been investigated. 7
Here we -describe the results of a theoretical
study of the influenee of acoustical and optieal
surface inhomogeneities on sound generation in a
soiid by a bounded iaser beam. We note that such
an analysis is not important mereiy from the stand-
point of discerning the possibility for the control
of efficient laser stimulation. It also has important
bearing on the development of techniques for the non-
$ntact:ing estimation of the parameters of surface
Iayers of solids.
We first consider the ineidence of a laser beam of
of characteristic width a (we restrict the discussion
to the two-dimensional case) on an acoustically in-
homogeneous half-space, whose elastic constants and
densiiy near the surface differ from their values in
the depth of the medium. This could be, e.g., a
systenl of the "film-on-substrate" type or samples of
netals after surface mactr-lning. The characteristic
layer thicknesses in the lattei case are tens to
hundred.s of angstroms. We assume that the layer
thicknesses are much smailer than the wavelengths
of the laser-generated acoustic waves (and we as-
,eume without ioss of generality that the light in-
tensity is modulated harmonically at the frequency
<r). The specific profile of the inhomogeneity is
Immaterial in this case, and the influence of thelayer can be expressed in a giobal sense through
equivalent boundary conditions on the free surface
of th" body, as is done in the description of capil-
lary phenomena. The conesponding boundary con-
ditions in the case of an isotropic surface have the
form 8rs
o.,:(I"+2p")d"u"fd**a'P"u', (1)
6 
".:1 0" u " | 0 z! * a" g' u,,
where ls and ps are the surface (in the Gibbs
sense) Lame parameters, ps is the surface density,
y is the surface tension (in macroscopic problefrs, Y
has the significance of a parameter describing the
possible existence of residual stresses in the sur-
iace layer), and the z axis is directed into the depth
of the medi.um. We note that the condition (1) has
the same form for y = 0 as the weil-known approxi-'
mate boundary conditions of Tiersten, 10 which are
valjd for homogeneous thin films of thickness h. The
above-introduced parameters 9s' YS, and lis in this
case are d.etermined by means of the relatj.ons p':!p'-q)'
/2, p" : ( t r' - p) h, 1"" + 2p," : 4i p"' (),' + p"' ) I Q,' +2p' ) - pr (?'+ p ) I Q'+ 20 ) hin which primed quantities refer to the film, and
unprimed quantitles to the half-space.
The boundary conditions (1) must be augmented
with the mechanical equation of motion, the equation
of state with allowance for temperature effects, and
the heat-balance equation (see, e.g'' Ref. 3). Since
these equations are unchanged by the presence of
the layer in the given approximation, they are omitted
here for brevity.
Introduci.ng the scalar Lame potentials, q and rf
according to the equations ;,-6<pl1r-ltplt)2, n':c)'ql)zi)tpidx
applying the Fourier method, and carrying out-simple
tut ienaious transformations, we obtain integrai equa-
tions for Q and rp, which describe the total field
of laser-generated acoustic waves in the layered
half-space:
l ilf
+(r,iJ:-+ J J ),h' dz' ttk,ng
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FIG. 1, B€an patterns of longitudjral acoustic raves 8€nerated
by a straight laEer b€an of eidtlt a = 0.1 cD (a) ed a = 0.3 cD
(b) in air:nim:n at a frequency of 5 l'fiz. 1) c(hl lg ) = 0; 2)
o.O1; 3) 0,02, ltre upper layer bas di.fferent values of the density
ad elastic eonstants.
FIG, 2. Be& Patterns of longitudinal acoustic waves
a! a frequency of 5 MHz by a C'aussi-sn laser b€an $it! an eff
sidth a = o'ol cE (a) and a = o'1 cn (b) in alunirM coated
a optically transparent fila of thickness h" 1) h/h g = g;
2) 0.01;3) 0.02.
x ei,(r-r', P (s!:,2') \r-',,-, , -
r+ (e) 
- 
(irllp) S- (/r)
,-r,,r*r', ),F (k)-(ki/lu)s+ (k)
$(z,z):- t j I la,'a,'arfi---- o
X etht*-,')P (st , zt) k(2k"-li'2), e-r,,-\zt. (2)
' 
-' p (tt) 
- 
(*,'/ p.) s+ (k)
beam (k a +8. I 1) is incident on the.surface.of a
ftomog.n!6;s meiai,6 but the picture ctranges drt
tically in the presence of a layer. Figure 1
the beam patterns of longitudinal waves\generated
in a half-space coated with a film of thickness h,
which has different values of the elastic constants
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and density from the medium. To simplify the cal-
culations, we have carried them out for the specisJ
case where the parameters are related as follows:
ps/pt :tf"+2p"") I (X+Ztt)},':C(hl\',),where C is a dimen'
sionless constant that depends on the specific re-
Here r,,,r:(/r'-lii-r)t, Jt,.r denotes the longitudinal and
transverse aeoustic \rave numbers, F (k) : (2k2 
- 
k 12)'z 
-
4kzntp, is the Rayleigh determinant, F+(k):(2k"-k'")'*
4kzr:i,, s+ (/r): I o,p.- k2 (]:*4t",) lr'l* (o'p',-/i'11) rr,
P(x, z):[aplKlpCv(t'+2p,) ]/(r) exp \-dz). a is the light
absorption coeffieent, F is the optical transmission
coeffieient into the solid medium, i is the coefficient
of thermal expansion, K:1,+2p.1:l is the hydrostatic
compression modulus, .l and y are the elastic Lame
constants, Cy is the heat capaeity at eonstant volume'
and I(x) is the spatial distribution of the incident
light intensity. Equations (2) have been derived
without regard for thermal conductivity and are
therefore valid at high frrequencies &) such that the
thermal wavelengths 1,:2nl k':2tl 6pC,l2x)'r' in the
medium are much smaller than the light penetration
depth 2 n/o. In the opposite low-frequeney case,
eonversely, the light penetration depth must be
negiected. It can be shown that Eqs. (2) are still
vaiid in this case as long as c is replaced formally
by (1 
- 
i)ka. If the iafer is absent, i'e., if Sl1k; = 6,
Eqs. (2) go over to the equations for a homogeneous
half-space.
The subsequent analysis entails the evaiuation
of the integrals (2). The integration with respect
to xr and zt is elementary, and the integrals with
respect to k can be computed by contour integration"
The poles of (2), whieh are determined from the
disp&sion relation F(k)-(kt2lu)S+(k) = 0, deseribe
the fields of Rayleigh-t1rpe surface waves 
' 
8 which
are modjfied by the pr€sence of the layer and whose
velocity depends on the frequency in the given case"
The contribution of the saddle points describes the
field of cylindrically diverging longitudinal and shear
bulk waves. The co*esponding analytical equations
are too cumbersome to write out hele. Calculations
show that the strongest manifestation of the layer
is in the excitation of longitudinal acoustic waves.
In particular, their radiation intensity in the direetion
of the normal to the surface increases eonsiderably.
For example, long'itudinal waves are searcely radiated
at all in the normal direction when a na*ow laser
lation between the elastic constants and the
in the medium and in the layer (see above) 
' 
and
\9 -- Zrlkg is the longitudinal acoustic wavelength.
The resuliing curves ean obviousiy be used for the
optoacoustic probing of surfaces.
We now consider the influence of the inhomo-
geneity of the Light absorption coeffieient in the
surface layer. The formai solution is also described
here by Eqs. (2), in which now, however, it is
necessary to replace the quantity o exp (- oz) in
alt-'rP(x, z) by 
-aexp[ -J etE)aEJ and to gs1 5t6I(; = p:
Calculations show that the inhomogeneity of the lighl
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absorption coefficient also causes longitudinal waves
to be radiated in the normal direction (Fig. 2). This
effect has been observed experimentally. 2,7
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